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Digital Group
We meet this week on Thursday,
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Thanks to the beneficence of Eurostar the original train tickets were
still valid. Forty prints had already
been sent to the organisers, arriving
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safely after some DHL adventures.

particular, copying adjustments

Our accommodation was with the

from one image to others (via
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The exhibition was held on an estate belonging to the municipality in
the grounds of a nineteenth century
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house known as Wood Cottage.

as ever, to bring images they wish
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The Club’s prints were already of the Club. The French seemed to
suitably displayed in a tent con- find most amusing the concept of
forming to the exhibition stand- a tricycle club morphing in to a
ard, ready for his inspection.

camera club.

The concept of “Street Photogra- Our return journey, apart from the
phy” particularly intrigued our vis- obligatory queueing in Paris, was
itors.

as smooth as could be expected,
rounding off a satisfactory Inter-

This year again the weather was national showing of the Club’s
less than perfect consisting of photographic range and ability.
showers and sunny periods.
Thanks are due to those who
We had a steady stream of appre- loaned their prints for the exhibiciative visitors throughout the tion.
two days, continuing until 6.30 on
Sunday evening.
Several prints elicited particular
interest, two of those being John
Burrows’ extracts from the history

Article & images by Henry Tomsett

See also the town website report.
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Les Bailey says the
glorious

Connemara

coast is out there
somewhere!

Members’ Pictures (cont)
A couple of Martin’s Iceland images to whet the appetite. See more on Thursday…

Martin Addison FRPS
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Members’ Pictures (cont)

Tenor Sax, Red Butler Band and Willie & the Bandits all at
Upton Blues at the weekend. Images by Clive Haynes FRPS

Ruth Bourne LRPS at
Painswick
Wearable Art Festival. 2016
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Competitions & Exhibitions
Sony World Photography Awards
Reader’s Digest has launched a Summer Happiness
photography competition.
Just think about what encapsulates summer happiness for you— and capture it in a photo. It could
win you a Nikon DSLR camera worth £750 (or, for
the under-18s, a Panasonic Lumix Bridge Camera
worth £230).
Is it a day on the beach, a picnic with friends or a
holiday with your family? Or something else entirely? All you have to do is take a compelling picture
that sums up happy times and send it to us. We’re
looking for unusual approaches, so let your imagination run riot! You may enter more than one photograph.
The competition will be judged by the Reader’s Digest editorial team with the help of professional
photographer James Eckersley, and the winning entries will be published in our October issue.
For full details and to enter, visit
readersdigest.co.uk/enter-photo-competition.
Entries must be submitted by 5pm on August 25,
2016.

Extended deadline suggests improved chance of winning?!

Cornish Cottages- win £300. Closes 31st July.
Online travel - free to enter, win $100. Closes 31 Dec.
USA POTY - get your American landscapes in now!
(Paid entry) Sept 15.

Win a trip to Iceland with the Guardian monthly free
travel pic competition. Entries for this month by 25th
July. Enter here.
Garden photographers have until 31 October to enter
IGPOTY.
Digital Splash - July theme portraits. Free to enter.
August: – The Great Outdoors: September: – Sport.
Free Wildlife competition - current comp Portraits,
closes 1 August. Win safaris and more…
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Diary
23rd July
For those involved in supporting the St Swithun’s
ongoing project, you may like to go along to document some of the varied and fun activities on Saturday. Andrew Meredith, who came to speak to us at
Contemporary group, says our help would be appreciated. All members are welcome to just go along
anyway and have fun!
You might be particularly interested to experience
the ‘time lapse photography’ 10.30-14.00 with Andrew Marshall.

You may also be interested in Bernard and Beatrice’s Complete Guide to
Modern Art “funny & irreverent”
Friday 22nd July, Painswick & 24th August St Swithun’s (non-flash photography OK if you fancy covering the Worcester event for the project).
23rd & 24th July Prefabulous: 70 years of Avoncroft’s prefab. We welcome visitors to get ‘In the mood’ and wear your favourite glad rags, as Avoncroft Museum
will be transformed to 1940’s for the weekend. We will celebrate with live music,
exhibitions, family activities, dance classes and the obligatory tea and cake!
6th & 7th August Buckingham’s Retinue at Avoncroft: learn first hand about
medieval England during our craft displays, surgeon’s talks, cookery demonstrations and religious observances.
24th July SVR Classic Vehicle Day.
Lenses on a landscape: genius on now until 25th August, London (The Building Centre)
14th August Worcester show
Go fly a kite 28 August, Church hill at Croome.

Bernard by Ruth Bourne LRPS
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PAGB News
PAGB News 167 now available.

Canon Equipment For Sale
We have been contacted to say the following kit is available. We generally restrict advertising to members, but in
case anyone is interested…
All in excellent condition with very limited use

6) LENS EF 70-200mm F2.8 L is MK II USM £900

Any Inspection welcome and recommended to ap-

7) LENS EF 100mm 2.8 Macro USM £275

preciate the superb condition of this equipment.

8) Extender EF 2 x III 2X £150
9) Sekonic Flash Master Light Meter £150

PRICE GUIDE
Plus various accessories including set of Pocket
1) 5D Mk2 with charger etc. £575

Wizard Triggers.

2) Battery Grip for above £50
3) LENS EF 24-105mm F4 L is USM £350

To view these products in Evesham please tele-

4) LENS Fisheye EF 8-15mm F4 L USM £525

phone Ian Tustin (day or evening) by Tuesday 26th

5) LENS EF 17-40mm F4 L USM £350

July on 078 555 555 73.

Reminder

Iceland, Martin Addison FRPS
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